In particular, the title of fiction and publicist works published in the printed editions for the period of 1991-2018 were classified in genre and linguistic terms. There are also comments on their peculiarities.
SPECIFIC FEATURES AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE TITLE OF FICTION AND PUBLICIST WORKS
Title is one of the tools that play an important role in the harmony of form and content. There is a saying among journalists "Good title-half an article". It is not without purpose. The title is already the first link between the author and the reader. In this sense, "...the title has a very important role in ensuring the integrity of the text. It has a unique, strong syntactic position in the text and is a specific element that points to the contextualaesthetic meaning of the text. From the point of view of linguistics, if the title is the name of the text, then it is the first sign of the text in the semiotic context" [1] .
From the linguistic point of view, this notion describes the meaning of the "starting of the text", S. Krijanovskiy defines it as "a head, not hat" [2] and emphasizes its importance in the meaning of writing. Expressing her opinion about the role of drawing the attention of readers M. Kayumova gives some interesting statistical facts about title: "according to the researches, 80 per cent of newspaper readers do not read articles at all, i.e. read only the headline, while the other 20 per cent read only the articles under their favorite headline" [3] . According to the researcher, "... knowing the secrets of psychology may be the key to creating the most successful title. The most used and probable method of psychological approach is to use questionnaires in the title. Owing to the research, 98 per cent of people do not leave the question mark without interest. As well as, read the headlines ended up with interrogative sentence firstly in publications" [4] .
To this type os titles we can include the headlines of essays such as: "Is not it happiness?" (Chori Avaz. Literature and Art of Uzbekistan, March 8, 1991), "What should I write about?" (Fakhriyor. Literature and Art of Uzbekistan, June 25, 1993), "Why demon cried?" (Ibrokhim Khakkul. "Takakkur", No.3, 2006) and the headlines of feuilletons, such as: "Have you eaten strange meat" (Akhmad Oqnazarov. "Mushtum", No.9, 1997) , "What does a man do?" (Akhmad Oqnazarov. "Mushtum", No.4, 1998) , "Who is the best: You or Me?" (Yokubjon Khojamberdiev. "Mushtum", No.4, 2008) .
The use of numbers in titles is also crucial: "Another key to a successful title is the use of numbers. Psychologists also have interesting thought on this subject. A few minutes later, the person who scanned the paper completely gets used to look at the letters and, as a result, eyes find a distinctive feature when one number is found between the letters" [5] .
These type of titles include the examples of feuilleton headings, such as: "11 years' conflict" (Murod Kalonkhonov. "Mushtum", No.5, 1997) , "Game of finding 1000 000s (millions)" (Shavkat Nabiev, Mirzo Akhad. "Mushtum", No.1,2. 2007), "10 times Joke" (Bakhtiyor Ollamurod. "Mushtum", No.6, 2010) .
Publicist A. Meliboev also commented on these factors: "In my opinion, the title should be somewhat mysterious and attractive. If the title is open, the reader does not read the article or the message and goes on to the next page" [6] , and recalls the story about the title of a news story in his book "Lessons of Journalism": Once we held a meeting with a poet Normurod Narzullaev in one of the mahallas of Tashkent. Mr. Normurod read poems with great enthusiasm. At the end of meeting a man asked, "Is it true that you wrote the song "Polls" by Sherali Juraev on airplane?" (the song has lines "Sky polls the stars in the heaven"). The poet replied, "Not in the sky, but on the ground". Then we titled the news about the meeting: "Polls fell from the sky to the ground" [7] .
Titles are divided into several types depending on its structure, meaning, content, function and other aspects. For example, according to task, titles can be subdivided into: assignment, distinction, notification, promotion, issuance, directing, referencing. Propogation, compilation and interpretation [8] .
Usually the following language units are used as headings: 1. Word, 2. Genitive word combination, 3. Qualitative word combination, 4. Figurative sentences, 5. Phrases, proverbs and figurative phrases based on them.
Based on the above mentioned types of titles, we have classified the titles of fiction and publicist works published in various newspapers and magazines in the period of 1991-2018 as follows. 
